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ABSTRACT

A hybrid IC electrometer amplifier that dissipates
< 4 mW was designed For portable radiological survey

meters. An alternative design with greater op n-loop gain
was developed for application in line-powered instruments.
Preliminary measurements indicate better than a factor of
10 improvement In input leakage over a discrete design.
Several amplifiers of each type were fabricated, and the
results of long-rerm stability approach that of all-monolithic
types. The all-ceramic package and a carefully guarded
structure has also resulted in excellent performance in a
high humidity environment,

INTRODUCTION

From its first beginning in the early 1940's, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory has applied radiological survey
instruments extensively for health physics monitoring. The
principal characteristics of these instruments are high input
impedance, low leakage currents, and, for portable types,
low power dissipation. Now that dual MOSFETs and mono-
lithic dual bipolar transistor chips are available, the circuits
in these instruments con be redesigned and repackaged to
achieve a smaller size and better performance.

Two amplifiers were designed and constructed with a
hybrid IC microcircuit by the authors. The stability of these
amplifiers is superior to that of amplifiers containing dis-
crete components and is almost as good as that attainable
with an all-monolithic structure. Leakage of current from
these hybrid microcircuits is ten times less than from the
same circuit constructed with discrete components. Since
these microcircuits are much smaller than their discrete
component counterparts, packaging and hermetic sealing of
the entire radiological instrument- is greatly simplified.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION A N D PERFORMANCE

Low-Gain Circuit

A low-gain circuit (Fig. 1) was designed primarily
for portable instruments rhat must be accurate within ± 5%.
In this circuit the total current drain is set by the power
supplied and the Rg bias resistor. Since Q4, Q3 ; and D1
(which is really the emitter-base junction of a lateral p-n-
p transistor) are monolithic well-matched devices, the bias
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current through Dl produces an identical collector current
for Q4 and Q3,

The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is good due
to the well-matched monolithic devices. Measurements
indicate a PSRR value of 66 dB (500 pV/V), for a power
supply change from + 7 to + 15 V. The open-loop gain is
—80, given by the product of g m l and rQj , and changes
less than 10% with variations in the power supply voltage
from + 7 to £ 15 V and with temperature changes between
25 and 50°C. This Invaricnce of gain is produced by the
opposing changes of the transconductance of the MOSFET
(Q1-Q2) and the bipolar transistor load impedance at the
collector of O7# The gain-bandwidth product of the amp-
lifier is 100 kHz, with a 10 pF capacitance for compensation.
The 2.5 KQ offset adjustment potentiometer allows offset
nulling due to unbalance in the dual input MOSFET ( Q I -
Q2) of ± 250 mV, which is well within the worse-cose
specification for the i f 2701 chip.

The circuit can be operated with power supply vo l -
tages from + 6 to + 16 V, with the lower limit set by the
required gate-to-source ( V Q S ) bias of the dual MOSFET,
plus any change allowed in V Q $ as a result of accumulated
radiation. Operation at a power supply voltage of + 10 V
wil l allow reliable circuit operation to several hundred
thousand rod total accumulated dose.

The primary advantage gained by the reduction to
microcircuit form was the controlled environment and the
elimination of leakage currents across the Mass encapsu-
lation of the standard 6-pin TO-5 header used for the
IT2701 as a discrete device. Normal input gate leakage
currents for the dual MOSFET encapsulated in the TO-5
header are in the 10"14 A range, whereas we have consis-
tently obtained leakages of 2 x 10" ls A in our ceramic
microcircuit package with guard-ring terminals.

Long-term drift tests on three amplifier units indi-
cateJ less than 5 x 10"16 A per month change in the input
leakage current. Further, humidity tests at 93% RH indi-
cated total input leakage of less than 5 x 10"15 A when
the package was coated with a Dow Corning DC340
silicone compound.

Overload protection of the input gates of Q I -Q2
ic obtained by using the 2N4045 (Q9-Q10) dielectrically
isolated n-p-n bipolar transistor in a back-to-back diode
connection (all previous leakages were measured with
this protection circuit contained), and adding an external
series resistor to limit the overload current. These tran-
sistor* limit the differential voltage between the input
gates to + 8 V.
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High-Gain Circuit eel I For power.

This circuit is intended for use in line-operated
instruments and/or portable units requiring overall accura-
cies better than + 1%. 6 / using another dual bipolar
2N4045 chip, as shown in Fig. 2, an extra gain stage was
added to the basic amplifier circuit. Another transistor Q13
of the p-n-p transistor array (CA 3084L) is used as the
collector load for this gain stage. This increased the open-
loop gain to ~10,000, and the gain-bandwidth product (12
pF compensation) to about 2MHz. All other characteristics
are identical to the low-gain unit.

CONSTRUCTION

The amplifiers are contained in a standard 14-pin
ceramic package with the circuit chips mounted on a 99,5%
alumina substrate. Figure 3 shows an assembled amplifier
(low-goin version) without a lid (the zero-offset potenti-
ometer and compensation capacitor are external to the
package). The dielectricclly isolated transistors and p-n-
p transistor array are attached with non-conductive epoxy
and the MOSFET transistor with a conductive epoxy to form
a substrate connection.

The metalization oF the alumina substrate was obtain-
ed by sputtering a continuous, 15,000 JUhick layer of
aluminum onto its surface. Ultrasonic bonding with alumi-
num wire then gave an all-aluminum conductor system.

A guard ring surrounding the protective diode, the
use of grounded contacts on either side of the two input
terminals and the grounding of the seal ring of the package
completed the guarding scheme of the amplifier. The non-
inverting lead of the amplifier also is directly connocted
to the package terminal to minimize leakage paths.

A high resistivity and low-outgassing epoxy is used
to attach both the substrate to the package and to seal the
ceramic lid. Figure 4 shows a completed amplifier with
attached lid.

APPLICATIONS

To date we hove assembled 10 units of the low-gain
circuit and 3 units of the higher gain circuit. Our yield
has been about 66%, with our most significant problems
being defective chips and faulty bonds on the beam leads
of the p-n-p transistor array. We have utilized the low-
gain amplifier, along with a small potted dc-to-dc conver-
ter to produce 3 portable radiation survey meters for field
evaluation. This Instrument is shown in Fig. 5* The entire
instrument derives power from one 1.5 V standard "D" cell,
and will operate for greater than 500 hours undor continu-
ous usage on one battery.

Another similar instrument was assembled for evalu-
ation by the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency for evalu-
ation. This instrument is shown in Fig. 6. The same circ-
uitry is contained in this instrument, also utilizing a "D"

The high-gain unit will be evaluated as a replace-
ment for the vibrating-capacitor, vacuum tube amplifier
currently used in over 200 instruments which monitor radio-
active air pollution at O R N L

CONCLUSIONS

Hybrid IC microcircuit construction has been used to
design low-power amplifiers for electrometer applications.
As a direct result of the microcircuit construction, leakage
currents and stability are greatly improved over earlier
discrete designs. The all-ceramic package and carefully
guarded construction has also given an excellent perform-
ance in a high humidity environment.

Figure 1. Circuit for Low-Gain Electrometer
Amplifier.

Figure 2. Circuit for High-Gain Electrometer
Amplifier.

Figure 3. Package of Low-Gain Hybrid I C Electro-
meter Amplifier with Lid Removed.

Figure 4. Package of Low-Gain Hybrid I C Electro-
meter Amplifier with Lid Attached.

Figure 5. Portable Survey Instrument for Use at ORNL.

Figure 6. Portable Survey Instrument for the Defense
Gvi l Preparedness Agency.
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